We describe a quantum mechanics͞molecular mechanics investigation of the guanidinoacetate methyltransferase catalyzed reaction, which shows that proton transfer from guanidinoacetate (GAA) to Asp-134 and methyl transfer from S-adenosyl-L-methionine (AdoMet) to GAA are concerted. By self-consistent-charge density functional tight binding͞molecular mechanics, the bond lengths in the concerted mechanism's transition state are 1.26 Å for both the OD1 (Asp-134)-HE (GAA) and HE (GAA)-NE (GAA) bonds, and 2.47 and 2.03 Å for the S8 (AdoMet)-C9 (AdoMet) and C9 (AdoMet)-NE (GAA) bonds, respectively. The potential-energy barrier (⌬E ‡ ) determined by single-point B3LYP/6 -31؉G*//MM is 18.9 kcal͞mol. The contributions of the entropy (؊T⌬S ‡ ) and zero-point energy corrections ⌬(ZPE) ‡ by normal mode analysis are 2.3 kcal͞ mol and ؊1.7 kcal͞mol, respectively. Thus, the activation enthalpy of this concerted mechanism is predicted to be ⌬H ‡ ‫؍‬ ⌬E ‡ ؉ ⌬(ZPE) ‡ ‫؍‬ 17.2 kcal͞mol. The calculated free-energy barrier for the concerted mechanism is ⌬G ‡ ‫؍‬ 19.5 kcal͞mol, which is in excellent agreement with the value of 19.0 kcal͞mol calculated from the experimental rate constant (3.8 ؎ 0.2⅐min ؊1 ).
uct] determined by one-and two-dimensional self-consistentcharge density functional tight binding (SCCDFTB)͞MM calculations. ⌬(ZPE) and ϪT⌬S are from the harmonic normal mode analysis (method).
Step-Wise Mechanism. For the proton transfer in Scheme 1, a linear scan was performed to obtain the potential energy surface, in which s ϭ (r NE-HE Ϫ r HE-OD1 ) represents the reaction coordinate. The structure (Fig. 2 ) of the TS1 in the proton-transfer step of Scheme 1 is determined by conjugate peak refinement (CPR) (9) at the SCCDFTB͞MM level. Normal mode analysis establishes that TS1 has only one imaginary frequency of 151i⅐cm Ϫ1 . In the TS1 for proton transfer, the distances of N E (GAA)-H E (GAA) and H E -(GAA)-OD1 (Asp-134) are 1.65 Å and 1.05 Å, respectively, meaning that the transferring proton H E is almost transferred to the acceptor OD1(Asp-134) from the donor N E (GAA) at the TS1. The structure of TS1 (Fig. 2) is very similar to that of the intermediate (Fig. 3) . Thus, TS1 occurs very late. The potential-energy barrier for the proton transfer in the stepwise mechanism is calculated to be ⌬E 1 ‡ ϭ 16.3 kcal͞mol by single-point calculations at B3LYP͞6 -31ϩG*͞͞MM. Normal mode analysis provides the contributions to the barrier height, which are ⌬(ZPE) 1 ‡ ϭ Ϫ0.6 kcal͞mol, and ϪT⌬S 1 ‡ ϭ 2.2 kcal͞mol. Thus, the free-energy barrier of proton-transfer process in the step-wise mechanism (Scheme 1) is (Fig. 1) The calculated potential-energy barrier of the following methyl transfer step in the step-wise mechanism (Scheme 1) is ⌬E 2 ‡ ϭ 9.2 kcal͞mol by single-point B3LYP͞6-31ϩG*͞͞MM. The structure (Fig. 4) of the TS is also determined by the CPR (9) method at the SCCDFTB͞MM level. Normal mode analysis shows that the TS (Fig. 5 ) has only one imaginary frequency of 474i⅐cm Ϫ1 . In the TS, the distances of S8(AdoMet)-C9(AdoMet) and C9(AdoMet)-N E (GAA) are 2.11 Å and 2.28 Å, respectively, indicating that the transferring carbon [C9(AdoMet)] is almost in the middle of the donor [S8(AdoMet)] and the acceptor [N E (GAA)] at the TS, and it will be transferred to the acceptor N E (GAA). Normal mode analysis provides the contributions to the barrier height, which are ⌬(ZPE) 2 ‡ ϭ Ϫ0.8 kcal͞mol, and ϪT⌬S 2 ‡ ϭ 0.1 kcal͞mol. Thus, the free-energy barrier of methyl transfer in the step-wise mechanism (Scheme 1) is
kcal͞mol. Therefore, the free-energy barrier of the overall step-wise mechanism is ⌬G ‡ ϭ ⌬G 1°ϩ ⌬G 2 ‡ ϭ 17.7 ϩ 8.3 ϭ 26.0 kcal͞mol (Fig. 1) .
Concerted Mechanism. The calculated potential-energy barrier of the concerted mechanism is ⌬E ‡ ϭ 18.9 kcal͞mol, close to the potential-energy barrier calculated by Himo et al. (8) ; however, their mechanism should not be considered concerted because the H E (GAA) in their TS is still bonded to N E (GAA) at 1.05 Å and is not transferred to OD1(Asp-134). The structure (Fig.  5 ) of the TS-C of the concerted mechanism was located by CPR (9) at the SCCDFTB͞MM level. The normal mode Table 1 . The geometric parameters for the conformers at the active site of the product along the different pathways
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analysis shows that TS-C has only one imaginary frequency of 426i⅐cm Ϫ1 . In the TS-C (Fig. 5 ), the bond lengths of both OD1(Asp-134)-H E (GAA) and H E (GAA)-N E (GAA) are 1.26 Å; and the distances of S8(AdoMet)-C9(AdoMet) and C9(AdoMet)-N E (GAA) are 2.47 Å and 2.03 Å, respectively. These findings indicate that the transferring proton H E (GAA) is in the midpoint of the donor N E (GAA) and the acceptor OD1(Asp-134) at the TS-C, and the transferring carbon C9(AdoMet) is almost halfway to the acceptor N E (GAA) and the donor S8(AdoMet) at the TS-C. Comparisons of the distances in the reactant (Fig. 6) , TS-C (Fig. 5) , and the product (Fig. 7) show that the bond making of C9(AdoMet)-N E (GAA) occurs at 60% of the overall reaction, and the bond breaking of S8(AdoMet)-C9(AdoMet) takes place at 46% of the overall reaction, indicating clearly that the proton transfer and the methyl transfer processes occur concertedly. The hydrogen bonds around the substrate GAA in the TS-C are shown in Fig. 5 . Himo et al. (8) supposed that this reaction took place in one concerted asynchronous step; however, the H E -(GAA) atom did not move on going from the ground state to the TS, generating an impossible structure (Chart 1), in which positive charges localized at both N E (GAA) and C Z (GAA) atoms. The cause of the discrepancy in H E (GAA)-N E (GAA) distance (1.26 Å vs. 1.05 Å) at the TSs might be the lack of the hydrogen bonds between two water molecules (i.e., Wat1009 and Wat1013) and substrate (GAA) in the gas-phase model calculations.
The contributions of ⌬(ZPE)
‡ ϭ Ϫ1.7 kcal͞mol and ϪT⌬S ‡ ϭ 2.3 kcal͞mol to the reaction barrier of the concerted mechanism were provided by normal mode analysis. The free-energy barrier of the concerted mechanism is ⌬G ‡ ϭ ⌬E ‡ ϩ ⌬(ZPE) ‡ Ϫ T⌬S ‡ ϭ 18.9 Ϫ 1.7 ϩ 2.3 ϭ 19.5 kcal͞mol (Fig. 1) , which is in excellent agreement with the free-energy barrier (19.0 kcal͞mol) calculated from the experimental rate constant (1) (3.8 Ϯ 0.2⅐min Ϫ1 ). Comparison of the free-energy barriers of the step-wise mechanisms (26.0 kcal͞mol) and the concerted mechanism (19.5 kcal͞mol) establishes that the step-wise mechanism is energetically unfavorable.
The Overall Reaction. The different reaction mechanisms should lead to the exact same product, in theory. However, they may not have exactly the same conformation in the active site. The overall reaction is calculated to be exergonic by ⌬G°ϭ ⌬E°ϩ ⌬(ZPE)°Ϫ T⌬S°ϭ Ϫ9.0 ϩ 2.4 ϩ 0.4 ϭ Ϫ6.2 kcal͞mol for the concerted mechanism, and ⌬G°ϭ ⌬E°ϩ ⌬(ZPE)°Ϫ T⌬S°ϭ Ϫ7.8 ϩ 1.9 Ϫ 1.1 ϭ Ϫ7.0 kcal͞mol for the step-wise mechanism. The structures of conformers, of the step-wise and concerted reactions, at the active site of the product are almost the same (Table 1) , and the rms displacement of all atoms is only 0.08 Å. Thus, the overall reaction may be taken as an average of ⌬G°ϭ (Ϫ6.2 ϩ (Ϫ7.0))͞2 ϭ Ϫ6.6 kcal/mol (Fig. 1) , and the derivation is Ϯ 0.4 kcal/mol.
The Role of Glu-45 in the Concerted Mechanism. Glu-45 moves by only 0.23 Å (rms displacements for all atoms of Glu-45) to reach the TS-C. Thus, the role of Glu-45 is to bind the substrate and create the active ground state conformers.
Conclusion
This study establishes that the GAMT catalysis of the methylation of GAA by AdoMet involves proton abstraction from GAA to Asp-134 being concerted with methyl transfer from AdoMet to GAA. Another study (10) also established the mechanism of M HhaI (methyltransferase from Haemophilius haemolyticus) DNA cytosine C5 to be concerted. The TS-C (Fig.  5) and comparisons of the ground state (reactant; Fig. 6 ) and the product (Fig. 7) provide evidence of the concerted mechanism by GAMT. The calculated free-energy barrier (⌬G ‡ ϭ 19.5 kcal͞mol) of the concerted mechanism is in excellent agreement with the free-energy barrier (⌬G ‡ ϭ 19.0 kcal͞mol) calculated from the experimental rate constant (1) (3.8 Ϯ 0.2⅐min Ϫ1 ).
Methods
The initial structure of the GAMT-AdoMet-GAA complex was built from the x-ray structure of the GAMT enzyme with AdoHcy and the GAA substrate (PDB ID code 1XCJ) (1). The methyl group of enzyme-bound AdoMet was built on the basis of the GAMT-AdoHcy-GAA structure. A 25-Å radius stochastic boundary condition was centered at the cofactor AdoMet, and those atoms beyond 25 Å were deleted (see supporting information, which is published on the PNAS web site). Included within the stochastic boundary were the cofactor AdoMet, substrate GAA, 3,525 protein atoms, 52 crystal waters, and 1,145 TIP3P water molecules. A PoissonBoltzmann (PB) charge-scaling scheme was used to include the correction of long-range electrostatic interactions. PB calculations determined a set of scaling factors that reduced the partial charges of charged residues in the QM͞MM electrostatic potential calculations so as to avoid artifactual structural change (11) . This method has been shown by Karplus et al. (12) (13) (14) (15) to be both accurate and useful. The computations with the whole protein were carried out (see Supporting Information). The geometries at the stable species and the TSs, the imaginary frequencies of the TSs, and the calculated free energies along the two different paths are in remarkable agreement with the results obtained by using the scalingcharge method. Thus, the scaling-charge method is reasonable.
The QM͞MM procedure was performed with CHARMM version 31b1, with SCCDFTB used for the QM method (16) (17) (18) . A 1-ns MD simulation with 0.5-fs time steps including both QM and MM was performed to obtain the initial structure for the QM͞MM calculations, in which the QM region included the -CH 2 -S ϩ (Me)-CH 2 -part of the cofactor AdoMet, the substrate GAA, and the side chain of Asp-134. Link atoms were introduced to saturate the valence of the QM boundary atoms.
The ground state (Fig. 6 ) was obtained by SCCDFTB͞MM energy-minimizing the final structure from the 1-ns MD simulation using the Adopted Basis Newton-Raphson (ABNR) method until the gradient was Ͻ0.01 kcal͞(mol⅐Å). The side chains of Glu-45 and Thr-171 were also included in the QM region.
Adiabatic mapping calculations at the SCCDFTB͞MM level were carried out by using one-dimensional potential energy surfaces (PES) for the step-wise mechanism and twodimensional PES for the concerted mechanism. The TSs were obtained by using CPR (9) implemented in the Trajectory Refinement and Kinematics module of CHARMM, and normal mode analysis provided only one imaginary frequency. The intermediate of the step-wise mechanism (Fig. 3) was obtained by SCCDFTB͞MM ABNR minimization of the final structure of the corresponding PES until the gradient was Ͻ0.01 kcal͞ (mol⅐Å). The same procedure was carried out with the end product of both mechanisms. The single point B3LYP͞6-31ϩG*͞͞MM (Gamess. US version 22 June 2002) (19) calculations of the stable species and TSs at the SCCDFTB͞MM optimized structures were carried out to obtain more quantitative energetics. This two-dimensional feature prohibits the use of potential of mean force or the umbrella sampling method to get the free-energy barrier directly because of the huge cost of computer time. Instead, the free energies (⌬G) of the one-or two-dimensional reactions were obtained by using equation ⌬G ϭ ⌬E ϩ ⌬E Ther ϩ ⌬(ZPE) Ϫ T⌬S, created by D. A. McQuarrie (20) . The potential energy (⌬E) was provided by QM͞MM. The thermal energy (⌬E Ther ) could be expressed as ⌬E Ther ϭ ⌬E Trans ϩ ⌬E Rot ϩ ⌬E Vib . The vibrational contributions [⌬(ZPE), ⌬E vib , and -T⌬S] were determined with the harmonic approximation at T ϭ 298 K by normal mode analysis. Because the thermal energies and entropies from the transition motion (E Trans ) and the rotation motion (E Rot ) are linear with the temperature according to their corresponding statistical equations, their contributions (⌬E Trans and ⌬E Rot ) to the reaction barrier (or the reaction energy) should be Ϸ0 for an enzymatic reaction at constant temperature.
The residues within 16 Å of AdoMet in all species (reactant, intermediate, TSs, and product) were included in normal mode analysis to provide 3N Ϫ 6 frequencies, which are used to calculate the zero-point energy, the thermal vibrational energy, and the entropy (N is the number of atoms within the reduced regions; residues beyond that were fixed in the vibrational calculations). The results of normal mode analysis indicates that the contribution of the vibration energy to the reaction barrier is Ϸ0.01 kcal͞mol (see Supporting Information for the concerted mechanism; data is not shown for the step-wise mechanism), such that it can be neglected.
